Handy, compact, powerful electric thread cutting stock for pipe threads ¼ – 1¼", 16 – 40 mm.

- For repairs, renovations and building sites.
- Compact design, favourable weight, drive unit only 4.5 kg for working without fatigue.
- Slim form, small dimensions, can therefore be used anywhere, in confined spaces, on ceilings, in trenches. Also without vice.
- Quick, easy changing of the die heads.
- Unique locking of the die head in the drive unit, therefore secure seat when starting to cut.
- Optional use of quick-change die heads, see also page 18.
  - **ROLLER’S Central** precise, robust quick-change die head from the proven manual thread cutting stock ROLLER’S Central.
  - **ROLLER’S Rola Automatik** opens automatically on reaching the standard thread length. No return – 50 % time saving – always standard thread.

- Compact, robust, maintenance-free gear. Specially stepped for ideal force transmission.
- Proven, powerful 1~ universal motor 230 V, 50 – 60 Hz, 1,200 W, with 30 % power boost by automatic carbon brush adjustment in the direction or rotation selection, right and left-hand direction of rotation, thermal overload protection and safety switch.
- Very easy to handle, sturdy support bracket for supporting the torque in both directions. With self-reinforcing clamping effect by angled clamping spindle.

Scope of Delivery

**ROLLER’S King 1¼ Set C**
Drive unit, support bracket, quick-change die heads
ROLLER’S Central R ½", ¾", 1", 1¼", for right-handed pipe thread ISO 7-1, EN 10226 (DIN 2999, BSPT), in steel case

**ROLLER’S King 1¼ Set A/C**
Drive unit, support bracket, quick-change die heads
ROLLER’S Rola Automatik R ½", ¾", 1", 1¼", ROLLER’S Central
Central R 1", 1¼", for right-handed pipe thread ISO 7-1, EN 10226 (DIN 2999, BSPT), in steel case

**ROLLER’S King 1¼ Set M 20-25-32-40 (M x 1.5)**
Drive unit, support bracket, quick-change die heads
ROLLER’S Central M 20, M 25, M 32, M 40 (M x 1.5) for threads EN 60423 on electric installation pipes, in steel case

**Accessories**

- **ROLLER’S King 1¼ drive unit**
- **Support bracket ROLLER’S King 1¼**
- **Ratchet lever ROLLER’S Central ¼ – 1¼” 16 – 40 mm**
- **Quick-change die heads ROLLER’S Central, ROLLER’S Rola Automatik**
- **Dies ROLLER’S Central, ROLLER’S Rola**
- **Dual purpose holder**
  - for fixing to the workbench. For thread-cutting with ROLLER’S King 1¼ / ROLLER’S King 2 and for right-angled sawing with ROLLER’S Fox / Akku-Fox
- **Steel case with inlay**
- **Thread cutting materials**
- **ROLLER’S Nipparo**
  - manual inside clamping nipple holder
- **ROLLER’S roll grooving device**
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German Top Quality